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LET’S GO 
HYBRID

Xtra Mile’s 
hybrid approach 

to ABM offers 
the best of all 

worlds

So, what exactly is Account-Based 
Marketing (ABM)?
Account-Based Marketing (ABM) is a hyper-personalized and pin-pointed 

(or companies) and treating each account like a micro-market that receives 
a tailored contact and engagement strategy. Account-based marketing 
(ABM) allows companies to personalize their sales approach, by addressing 

summary, ABM strives to deliver relevant content at the right time to the 
right people in the right company.

customers through pin-pointed B2B contact strategies, rather than a 
scatter-gun approach to their sales and marketing effort. It also suits 
companies for whom strong marketing ROI is vital. This approach is rapidly 
gaining traction with over 60% of companies planning to implement an 
ABM program within the next year (Terminus).

Account-Based Marketing takes 
Lead Generation to the next level 
of personalization
Simply put, lead generation focuses on driving high volumes of individuals 

lead (MQL). As such it tends to cast a wide marketing net. By contrast, ABM 
inverts the traditional Lead Gen funnel. Companies start by cherry-picking a 
few high-value accounts they want to win, then gradually expand the funnel 

then creating tailored engagement and content strategies for each persona. 

On paper, ABM offers greater ROI than traditional lead generation. There are 
several reasons why. Marketers are ultra-selective at the start of the process, 

whole markets. Personalized content with tailored CTAs that speaks the 
“language” of the people you want to engage with creates greater trust that 
supports conversion. 

from the get-go to identify promising leads and designing contact and 
engagement strategies more likely to resonate with the right people.

ABM is gaining traction 
among global marketers, but there’s 
a speed bump ahead
ABM has become very popular among companies, with strong performance 
and ROI driving this trend. Around 85% of marketers have stated that ABM 
outperforms other marketing investments (ITSMA), and 97% of marketers 
saying ABM had higher ROI than other marketing activities (Alterra Group). 

Yet, there is another side to this trend. As many as 74% of companies 
currently implementing ABM are struggling to maintain ROI, despite initial 
successes. We will explore the causes and possible solutions further in this 
article. 

So where do things start to fall apart?

ABM has its share of challenges, and marketers should be 
aware of these 

thus it tends to “cost” more to implement in terms of resource investment (time, personnel, research, content 
creation etc.).  This is okay when targeting a handful of companies. But, when you scale this to tens or hundreds 
of companies, the effort involved become paralyzing.

It’s easy to see how this plays out. If you are targeting “one account”, you’ll will rightly be focusing your attention 

feeds. Then you’ll use these insights to create personalized content to increase relevance and engagement. This 
takes time, there are no shortcuts. 

step in ABM because without it you are not providing sales and marketing with the ammunition required for 
meaningful engagement, nurturing and conversion.

Paradoxically, at scale, the main advantages of ABM turn into albatrosses around the marketer’s neck. There 
are too many business personas to run data enrichment. There are too many people to adequately generate 
personalized content. You start to get discord and friction among sales and marketing over the quality of leads 
and who should be doing what. 

At Xtra-Mile, we believe a hybrid approach that blends the best aspects of 
Lead Generation within the ABM framework can solve many of the issues 
related to delivering successful and sustainable ABM at scale. Conceptually, 
our hybrid approach adopts a selective approach all the way through. In the 

“personas”, freeing up resource to focus on creating personalized content 
for only the highest potential “personas”.

Xtra Mile’s hybrid LeadGen-ABM process is designed to maximize the 
return on your marketing and sales effort by taking a tiered approach that 
determines different levels of personalization for your ABM activities. As part 
of the process, “leads” are segmented into four different tiers based on the 
business and sales team priorities.

For Tier 1 (“high priority accounts leads”) it obviously makes sense to invest 
time in creating detailed 360 degree enrichment that will maximize 
chances of success in one-to-one sales discussions. 

Tier 2 account leads (“promising but not urgent”) receive comprehensive 
enrichment that enables a program of customized content and 
engagement. 

Tier 3 receive “a basic package of enrichment” to support ongoing 
nurturing. 

While non-relevant leads (from relevant accounts) are cleaned from the 
funnel. This way, both sales and marketing teams get to focus their efforts 
on the accounts, and the decision-makers within those accounts, that will 
deliver the greatest return on the human investment.

The bottom line
Strong evidence suggest current ABM strategies are unsustainable at scale. By combining the best parts of 
Lead Generation and ABM, and prioritizing and segmenting “persona leads”, Xtra Mile’s hybrid ABM process 

based marketing at scale, that will allow them to win more of the customers on their wish-list, out-maneuver 
larger rivals, and keep their sales and marketing teams with plenty of fuel in the tank.

www.xtra-mile.co


